With the popularity of network applications, new words become more common and bring the poor performance of natural language processing related applications including web search. Identifying new words automatically from texts is still a very challenging problem, especially for Chinese. In this paper, we propose a novel schemaoriented approach for Chinese new word identification (named "ChNWI"). This approach has three main steps: (1) we suggest three composition schemas that cover nearly all two-character up to four-character Chinese word surfaces; (2) we employ support vector machine (SVM) to classify Chinese new words of three schemas using their unique linguistic characteristics; and (3) we design various rules to filter identified Chinese new words of three schemas. Our extensive evaluations with two corpora (Chinese news titles and CIPS-SIGHAN 2012 CSMB) show ChNWI's efficiency on Chinese new word identification.
Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, as well as the growth of social networks (e.g., Chinese Microblog, WeChat), Chinese new words are constantly being created and their usages have become an inevitable phenomenon. Automatic identification of new words plays an important role in a number of areas in Chinese language processing, such as automatic segmentation, information retrieval and machine translation (Zhang et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2012) . In the Chinese new word identification (NWI) task, new words refer to new composition words that are not registered in the dictionary of a Chinese segmenter.
Statistical approaches are the most widely used methods in NWI. The previous methods extract some linguistic features of new word compositions, i.e., word composition probability, cooccurrence probability, mutual information, and word frequency, while they assume above linguistic features playing the same impact on various word surfaces (Chang and Lee, 2003; Li et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010) . Some methods also have binary decision, either "new words" or "not new words". A SVM-based method (Li et al., 2008) aims at two word surfaces, NW11 and N-W21, and the method uses same linguistic features for the two surfaces. Other statistical models, for instance, a latent discriminative model (Pang et al., 2009 ), a linear-time incremental model (Zhang et al., 2012) and conditional random fields (CRFs) model (Wang et al., 2012) , are designed for NWI.
Recently, some hybrid methods have been suggested. These hybrid methods employ more or fewer rules for statistical methods to obtain an optimal efficiency of identification. However, the rules these methods used are created by the people, which cause these methods are not suitable for other new word composition schemas (Zhang et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2011; Xi et al., 2012) .
Despite the wide studies of new word identifications, accurately identifying Chinese new words from texts automatically is still a very challenging task because of the following reasons:
• Most existing studies focus on English and these methods are not suitable for Chinese.
Chinese new words have less morphology variations than many other languages, and there is a lack of capital clues as in English. In Chinese, there are not special symbols implying boundaries between two words and any adjacent characters can form a word. This is one main reason of the difficulty to recognize new words from texts.
• A survey of the literature indicates that there are eleven surfaces of four-tuple Chinese words, while those methods focus on two surfaces (i.e., NW11 and NW21). They use same linguistic characteristics and same filtering rules for the two surfaces. The two aspects cause the lower accurate rate and the problem of data sparseness.
To address these challenges, in this paper, we propose a schema-oriented Chinese new word identification approach which combining SVM and rules, it is called "ChNWI". The ChNWI approach has two main parts, i.e., (1) ChNWI training process, in which we first define three word composition schemas, their particular linguistic characteristics, and one basic feature model with other three feature models for three schemas; (2) ChNWI testing process, in which we identifying new words of three schemas from segmented fragments using various filtering rules of three schemas. Concluded, this paper has the following three main contributions:
• We classify eight of eleven surfaces of fourtuple Chinese words into three composition schemas, i.e., single-character schema, affix schema and NW22 schema. We study their special linguistic characteristics of the three schemas.
• We design a rich set of features models for the three schemas by analyzing their linguistic characterises. We hereinafter apply SVM as our basic classifier due to its robustness, efficiency and higher performance than other classifiers, for instance, Perceptron, Naive Bayes and kNN (Li et al., 2008) . Furthermore, we design filter rules for the three schemas to refine the NWI decision.
• We evaluate ChNWI on two corpora, i.e., a collected Chinese news title dataset and a popular MicroBlog dataset. The experimental results show the efficiency of ChNWI on Chinese new word identification.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main framework of our ChNWI approach. Section 3 introduces three new word composition schemas, their linguistic characteristics and their feature models. Section 4 discusses the training process and the test process of ChNWI. We conduct several experiments and analyze experimental evaluations in section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper and discuss future work.
Our ChNWI appraoch
In this section, we first formulate the task in this paper, then we present our approach in general.
The task of identifying Chinese new words in this paper is concluded as: after extracting strings of three kinds of schemas from segmented fragments, we compute the confidence degree of these strings using both their special linguistic characteristics, together with SVM; we select these strings with their confidence degree larger than a certain threshold as new word candidates.
The confidence degree of a Chinese new word with the feature set x belongs to the category y is defined as the co-occurrence probability p(x, y) of the category y and the feature set x. The category y refers to "Chinese new words" or "not Chinese new words", and x is the feature vectors of a new word. Formally, given a training sample set, T = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x n , y n )}, where x i ∈ R n , y i ∈ {−1, 1}. x i refers to the feature vectors of new words, y i is the category of a new word.
The framework of ChNWI is shown in Figure 1 . Two main parts of the suggested ChNWI approach are the training process and the testing process.
The training process includes: (1) we first segment and POS tagging the training corpus using a Chinese word segmenter; (2) After extracting linguistic characteristics of three schemas, we generate three feature vectors for three schemas using their positive samples and negative samples; (3) Three feature models for the three schemas are generated using the SVM classifier.
The steps of the ChNWI testing process are: (1) we segment and POS tagging the test corpus and extract potential strings of three schemas using two suggested algorithms; (2) we extract three feature vectors for three schemas using the extracted linguistics characteristics during the ChNWI training process; (3) we identify new word candidates of three schemas using the three generated SVM models. Finally, we suggest various rules to filter all candidates. In this section, we present three schemas of Chinese new words and define their feature models.
Various surfaces of Chinese new words
Literature (Jiang et al., 2011) shows that, all fourtuple Chinese new words can be classified into 11 compositions, i.e., 53 % new words of NW11, 31% new words of NW21, 5% new words of N-W12 and NW31, and 11% other schemas. Here, NW is the abbreviation of New Word, 1 refers to a single character, 2 refers to a binary word, 3 refers to a ternary word. After investigating the features of these compositions, we classify fourtuple Chinese new words into three schemas, i.e., single-character schema, affix schema and NW22 schema. The three schemas cover nearly above 11 compositions.
Single-character schema
The new words of single-character schema are composed of up to four consecutive single characters. The single-character schema includes, N-W11, NW111 and NW1111. Some examples of single-character schema are:
There are less linguistic characteristics for new words of single-character schema mainly because of most of all single characters have no combined features with their neighboring ones, thus up to four adjacent characters can be viewed as a new word.
Affix schema
The second surface type is "affix schema". A new word of affix schema is composed by a single character and an existing word. Affix schema can be further classified as prefix schema and suffix schema. Prefix schema includes NW12 (a single character with an existing binary word) and NW13 (a single character with an existing ternary word), e.g., ‡Ïä(Anti inflation). Suffix schema includes NW21 (an existing binary word with a single character) and NW31 (an existing ternary word with a single character), for example, Iè Ü(Ministry of Land and Resources).
Both prefix schema and suffix schema have strong linguistic characteristics. The first character is easy to combine with a binary word to compose a ternary new word, or with a ternary word to constitute a four tuple new word. These kinds of first characters are viewed as prefix letters, such as, "(zero),^(soft) and ‡(anti).
The last character (or the tail character) of suffix schema is easy to combine a binary word to form a ternary new word, or with a ternary word to form a four tuple new word. We view the kinds of tail characters as suffix letters, for instance, Ü(department), Ç(rate) and ª(style).
NW22 schema
New words of NW22 schema are mainly composed by two binary words. Some examples are < •Ê (Census) and 9'º (Tropical storm). Unlike single-character schema and affix schema, this kind of new words have less special linguistic characteristics for the reason of two adjacent binary words can compose a new word of NW22. Since there are not significant characteristics of N-W22, it is difficult to identify these new words.
Feature models for three schemas
We first suggest a base feature model for three schemas, then we propose a special feature model for each schema.
Basic feature model
For new words of three schemas, some linguist characteristics are important, i.e., co-occurrence, mutual information, word frequency and adjunct categories. The base feature model (Base F ) for three schemas is defined as follows,
here, F F refers to word frequency, F COP is cooccurrence probability or average co-occurrence probability, F M I is mutual information or average mutual information, F AV is adjacent categories.
Word frequency is a basic characteristic of new words, especially for NW22 schema. This characteristic is an important aspect of determining whether a string is a new word or not. We view a string S in a corpus is a new word candidate if its frequency is larger than a pre-defined threshold. In this paper, we set the threshold to 2 for the aim of covering mostly new word candidates.
Co-occurrence probability show the tightness degree of two Chinese characters or two words A and B. The higher their co-occurrence probability, the higher the tightness degree of A and B is. The greater the tightness degree is, the more easier A with B to compose a new word.
Mutual information indicates the relevant degree of two continuous strings A and B. Mutual information not only reflects the possibility of the combination of two continuous strings to be a word, but also measures the internal relevant degree of a word. We use average mutual information to indicate the coupling degree of continuous characters or words in a string S (Luo and Sun, 2003) . The higher the average mutual information of S is, the higher its coupling degree is. Which means the higher possibility of S is to be a new word (Zhou, 2005) .
Adjacent category represents the relevant degree among a word (or a string) with its context. Adjacent category AV (S) can be further divided into left adjacent category (L AV ) and right adjacent category (R AV ). Given a Chinese string S, its adjacent category is defined as follows,
here, L AV (S) and R AV (S) refer to the numbers of the words in which the string S appearing in the left or in the right of the words respectively.
In a sentence, a string is viewed as a word if it satisfies that, its cohesive degree is higher and its coupling degree with its context is lower. For a term, its various contexts cause its left adjacent category and its right adjacent category are large numbers. From this consideration, for a Chinese string S, if its left adjacent category value or its right adjacent categories are larger than a predetermined threshold, which means that the string S is loose with its context and it is higher possibility of being a Chinese new word. That is the reason we view the two adjacent categories with lower values to be the adjacent category of the string S in Equation (2).
Feature model for single-character schema
As a new word of single-character schema is a string of continuous characters in a segmented fragment, for single-character schema, we add independent word probability (IW P ) into the base feature model to get a new feature model, which is called as the feature model of single-character schema (F single ) as follows,
Independent word probability of a string S (S = c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n ) is defined as the joint probability of all characters in the string. We assume that, the higher the independent word probability of a string S is, the higher the probability of S being a new word is. Based on the assumption, we take a string as a new word candidate if its IW P (S) is larger than a pre-defined threshold.
Feature models for affix schema
New words of affix schema have relatively significant linguistic features. That is the probability of the affix characters appearing in the head or the tail of a word is very high. That is to say, the affix characters are easy to compose new words together with existing words or other characters. From this observation, we can compute the head-character word probability IW P (C, f ) and the tail-character word probability IW P (C, l) for a word of affix schema. We further classify the feature model of affix schema into two categories, the prefix feature model (F pref ix ) and the suffix feature model (F suf f ix ), as follows,
here, F IW P (f ) and F IW P (l) refer to the headcharacter word probability and the tail-character word probability respectively.
Feature model for NW22 schema
The third schema type is NW22 schema. The new word of NW22 schema is a combination of two existing words. It is obvious that, word probability, head-character word probability or tail-character word probability do not reflect the unique characteristics of NW22 schema. To NW22 schema, both the degree of combination between two existing words and the context of two words are important features. Therefore, we use the base feature model for NW22 schema only.
ChNWI training and testing process 4.1 The training process of ChNWI
We first determine positive samples and negative samples for three schemas respectively.
For single-character schema, positive samples mainly refer to words up to four characters in the dictionary of a segmenter, i.e., ICTCLAS, and any substrings of these words are not words. For example, < º(escape), ð N(McDonald's) and n o(make irresponsible remarks) are words in the dictionary, while any sub-strings of the three words are not registered in the dictionary. Negative samples are the extracted continuous strings of NW11, NW111 and NW1111 in segmented fragments, while these strings are not registered as words in the segmenter.
The positive samples of affix schema are ternary words or quaternary words in the dictionary of a segmenter, and parts of these words are words also. For example, the first two characters of the word r• (hukou ben) is a word, and the last three characters of the word ÕÜ º(he xibeifeng) is a word also. The negative samples of affix schema are these strings combined with a character and a word of NW12, NW13, NW21 and NW31, while they are not words in the dictionary. For NW22 schema, positive samples are quaternary words in the dictionary, and half of these words are words also. Such as { ¤ V ¹(historical record) and Ç Š © Ñ(Chinese pinyin), parts of the two words are binary words. Negative samples are these strings combined by two binary words while they are not words in the dictionary.
Then we use LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011 ) to gain three SVM models for three schemas using positive samples and negative samples. In order to improve the accuracy of the SVM training model, we manually choose some negative samples as positive sample for three schemas respectively.
ChNWI testing process 4.2.1 Extracting new word candidates of three schemas
We suggest three methods to extract new word candidates of three schemas respectively.
(1) Extract new word candidates of singlecharacter schema As we discussed above, a new word of singlecharacter schema is made up of two or more continuous characters in segmented fragments. That is, given a segment fragment T = {X 1 X 2 ...X i ...X n }(1 ≤ i ≤ n), here, X i is a word or a character. If there is a string N W (i, j) = {X i X i+1 ...X j } in T and each X i in N W is a character, then we view the string N W as a new word candidate of single-character schema. If the length of N W is larger than 2, then its all sub-strings with lengths larger than or equal to 2 are new word candidates also. If i = 0 or X i−1 is not a character, and if j = n or X j+1 is not a character, then N W (i, j) is viewed as the longest new word candidate. For example, both ²·(jing shi) and ·'(shi fang) in ²·'(jing shi fang) are all viewed as new word candidates of single-character schema, ²·'(jing shi fang) is a longest new word candidate. Given three strings of single-character schema, A, B and C, if there is A = B +C, and the lengths of B and C are smaller than or equal to 2, A is viewed as the parent string of B and C and both B and C are viewed as two sub-strings of A.
We present the process of extracting new word candidates of single-character schema as follows: firstly, we extract the longest new word candidates from the segmented test corpus, and count their frequencies using Algorithm 1; then, for each longest new word candidates, it's all substrings are extracted and their frequencies are counted using Algorithm 2. We use Algorithm 1 to extract all longest new word candidates of single-character schema in a segmented text SST C.
Here
} is a segmented fragment in n SST C. w is a part of a, it is maybe a word, a Chinese character, a number or an English character. N (w) is the frequencies of w in the segmented fragments, length(w) is the length of w, slpuw is the longest new word candidate set of singlecharacter schema, spuw is the new word candidate set of affix schema.
Algorithm 2 is a sliding window algorithm which is used to extract all sub-strings of each longest new word candidate and their frequencies. The input and output of Algorithm 2are spluw (the longest new word candidate set) and the new word candidate set. The main idea of Algorithm 2 is to traverse each longest new word candidate using a sliding window algorithm to extract all substrings with their lengths are larger than or equal to 2, and to count their frequencies. schema All new word candidates of two kinds of affix schema are collected using Algorithm 1 also. The main steps of extracting new word candidates of affix schema are: firstly, we traverse each segmented fragment, collect all strings of NW21 or NW31 as new word candidates and add them into the new word candidate set of suffix schema; then we collect all strings of NW12 or NW13 as new word candidates, and add them into the new word candidate set of prefix schema.
(3) Extract new word candidates of NW22
For new words of NW22 schema, the extraction process is: collect all strings of NW22 schema as new word candidates, and add them into the new word candidate set of NW22 schema also.
Eliminating redundant new word candidates
After extracting all new word candidates of three schemas, we will further eliminate all new word candidates with their frequencies less than 2, and eliminate all redundant new word candidates. For all new word candidates of single-character schema, since we collect all longest new word candidates and their sub-strings as new word candidates, there are redundant candidates in the collection.
The main steps of eliminating these redundant strings are as follows:
given a parent string C i C i+1 ...C i+j+1 , its two substrings C i+1 C i+2 ...C i+j+1 and C i C i+1 ...C i+j , the differences between the frequency of N (C i C i+1 ...C i+j+1 ) and the frequencies of its substrings, N (C i+1 C i+2 ...C i+j+1 ) and
, is marked as a. If a is smaller than a predefined threshold b, then we view the two sub-strings are redundant. We remove the two strings and only keep the parent string. On the contrary, if the frequency N (C i C i+1 ...C i+j ) is larger than the frequency N (C i C i+1 ...C i+j+1 ), or the frequency N (C i+1 C i+2 ...C i+j+1 ) is larger than the frequency N (C i C i+1 ...C i+j+1 ), and the difference between them is larger than b, then we remove the parent string §and keep two sub-strings. In this paper, we set b = 2 for the minimum length of Chinese word is 2.
Filtering new word candidates
We design various filtering rules for the singlecharacter schema and the affix schema.
For single-character schema, we use stop words to filter new word candidates. For example, 3(zai), ò(jiang), ¡(chen) are often used in texts, while they with other characters or words cannot compose new words. So, for all candidates of single-character schema, if a word starts or ends with these characters, we will eliminate these candidates.
For affix schema, we use a head-character list and a tail-character list for the aim of filtering new word candidates. Some prefix characters, examples including "B, C, #" (fu, jin, xin) are often used in prefix schema. During the training process, we have added the top N of characters with their IW P (f ) values are bigger into the head-character list. For suffix schema, some suffix characters, for example, " €, 9, ›" (men, re, kong) are used often. During the training process, we also add the top N characters with their IW P (l) values are bigger into the tail-character list. We design the filtering rules of affix schema as: if the first character in a new word candidate of prefix schema is found in the tail-character list, then we ignore the new word candidate. For example, the first character Y(an) of a new word candidate Y8¼(an zhua huo) is in the tail-character list, so we remove the candidates. Similarly, if the tail character in a new word candidate of suffix schema is found in the head-character list, then we ignore the candidates.
For NW22 schema, there are not special rules to filter new word candidates of NW22 schema.
Experimental results and analysis
As we discussed above, new words studied in this paper related to the dictionary of the ICTCLAS segmenter 1 , a popular segmenter developed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. To test the efficiency of our approach, we design three experiments on three corpora. The first corpus is set of the domestic news titles on Sina.com.cn from June 2010 to July 2012, which contains 0.12 Million news titles. We divide the corpus into two parts, one is the testing corpus and the other is the training corpus. The second one is the MicroBlog corpora of CIPS-SIGHAN CLP 2012 Chinese Segmentation on MicroBlog Bakeoff (CSMB) (Duan et al., 2012) , which contains 5,000 sentences.
In each ChNWI training process, we use crossvalidation method to obtain the optimal training parameters. We divide the training corpus averagely into 10 parts, one is used to verify, the others are used for training. The numbers of features are: four features for single-character schema, six features for affix schema and four features for NW22 schema. The training time of every experiment for ChNWI models is not more than 4 minutes and the testing time is not more than 5 second using a laptop with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU and 2.92G RAM.
For evaluation, we adopt the same evaluation method defined in the CSMB bake-off task, precision (P ), recall(R) and F-measure. Number of new words correctely identified Number of new words in the corpus (7)
Experiments on the first corpus
In the first experiment, we investigate the related contributions of each feature model of each schema of ChNWI. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , #1 and #2 refer to Base F and F single +Filtering rules of Single-character schema, #3 and #4 are Base F and F pref ix +Filtering rules of Prefix schema, #5 and #6 refer to Base F and F suf f ix +Filtering rules of Suffix schema, and #7 refers to Base F of NW22 schema respectively. Test on single-character schema In the feature model F single , independent word probability is a special linguistic characteristic. To show the effectiveness of independent word probability, we first use the base model, Base F , then we use the feature model F single of single-character schema, together with the corresponding filtering rules.
In Figure 2 , #1 and #2 are the experimental results of single-character schema. To some extent, our approach can identify new words of single-character schema effectively. Especially we add the feature F IW P and the relevant filtering rules to the base model, the precision rates improves 11.6% and F-value also increase 6.39%.
Test on Affix schema
Affix schema can be divided into prefix schema and suffix schema.
The feature model for prefix schema is F pref ix . In which, the first word probability is an important linguistic characteristics. To show the contribution of first word probability, we first use the base model, Base F , then, we use F pref ix with the corresponding filtering rules. The experimental results of prefix schema are shown as #3 and #4 of Figure  2 . Our approach has good effectiveness of identifying new words of prefix schema also. Using F IW P and filtering rules, the correct rate improves 7.27%, while F value improves 4.21%.
In the feature model F suf f ix of suffix schema, the tail word probability is also an important feature. We first use the base model Base F , then we employ F suf f ix and the relevant filtering rule. The experimental results of suffix schema are #5 and %6 of Figure 2 . Similar to prefix schema, our method has better efficiency on identifying new words of suffix schema. After using F IW P (l) and filtering rules, the correct rate improves 7.18% and F-value improves 0.8%.
Test on NW22 schema
As we discussed above, there are less linguistic characteristics of NW22 schema, so we use the base model Base F as the feature model of NW22 schema. The experimental result of NW22 schema is #7 of Figure 2 . #7 shows that our method has better effectiveness on identifying new words of NW22 schema. The F-score of NW22 schema is more than 67%.
Experiment on MicroBlog Corpora
We perform the second experiment to find how ChNWI improves the performance of a Chinese segmenter. We test ChNWI on the MicroBlog Corpora suggested by CIPS-SIGHAN-2012 CSM-B. The corpora includes 294 new words (14%) and 252 rule-based combination of words (12%). Both the two words are unregistered words to a segmenter. The performance of the two test points is, the max correct numbers of the two test points are 65 (22.1%) of new words and near 70 (27.8%) of rule-based combination of words (Duan et al., 2012) . Which shows that the systems submitted may not deal with unregistered words well.
The CIPS-SIGHAN-2012 CSMB provides no training set, we train ChNWI on the training corpus used in the first experiment. In the second experiment, we select the ICTCLAS segmenter and the suggested ChNWI is used as post processing. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 . All data of the maximal (Max) and the average (Avg) performance of Figure 3 and Figure 4 are from the report (Duan et al., 2012) . 
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose the ChNWI approach to identify Chinese new words of three schemas. We first summarize three schemas based on eight surfaces, they are single-character schema (covers N-W11, NW111 and NW1111), affix schema (spans NW21, NW31, NW12 and NW13) and NW22 schema. Next, we represent that four linguistics features, i.e., word frequency, co-occurrence probability, mutual information and adjacent category, play same impacts on the three schemas, while independent word probability is important to singlecharacter schema, head-character word probability and tail-character word probability are key facts to prefix schema and suffix schema respectively. Our experimental results on two corpora show that, new words are categorized into three schemas and employing their unique features not only improve the accuracy score but also improve the recall rate of identification.
We also test the ChNWI approach on the domain-related (Mobile Communication) corpus with 80 thousand sentences. All these sentences are collected from Baidubaike and Wikipedia. With the development of new business in the Mobile Communication domain, there are a considerable amount of new words which are not registered in the dictionary of a segmenter. We test our approach in identifying new words of the three schemas contained in the domain-related corpus.
The ChNWI approach gets three accuracy rates, 80%, 68% and 71%, for single-character schema, affix schema and NW22 schema respectively.
In future, we further improve the ChNWI approach from the following three aspects: (1) apply automatic feature selection and check the performance; (2) consider the combination of different schemas for other surfaces (i.e., NW211 and N-W112). (3) study additional schemas rather than the three suggested schemas.
